CHRIS BENZ
DIVE WATCH
BRAND NO.1
START YOUR ADVENTURE NOW.
The story of CHRIS BENZ Watches Int. is the story of a young man’s passion for the sea and water sports. Already as a young boy, Chris Benz, great-grandson to the founder of the Württemberg Watch Factory, was a water sports enthusiast and diver, who often spent more time under the water than over it.

He joined forces with friends and other divers, diving instructors, surfers, sailors, and other water-sports professionals who shared his passion for the fascinating world of water. To join CHRIS BENZ Ocean Team, water-sports enthusiasts and professionals around the world, men and women alike were and still are welcome to apply for sponsorship.

The experienced underwater and overwater sports aficionados and professionals were not fully satisfied with any of the diving watches available on the market. Each watch had its own qualities, but there were always details that did not match up to their expectations. After lots of tests, shop-talk and consultation, they decided what constitutes a “proper” diving watch.

As professionals they knew what other professionals needed and as an entrepreneur Chris knew how to translate their needs and requirements into an affordable product.

This marked the creation of the first models of the CHRIS BENZ Collection, and the response from divers and water-sports enthusiasts was both immediate and positive - so the brand was born.

CHRIS BENZ, 1988
SPEEDSURF WELTRECORD

CHRISTIAN BENZING
FOUNDER & HEAD

BIRTHDAY: 20.05.1967
LIVES IN: Stuttgart, Munich, Capetown (Southafrica) and Fuerteventura
JOB: Head and Founder of the watch brand CHRIS BENZ
SPORTING ACTIVITIES: Freediving (with and without white Sharks), diverse regattas, speedweeks Fuerteventura since 1996, IFCA slalom-WC 2007
FAVORITE MOVES: Up-side-down and high-speeded
FAVORITE DIVE AREAS: Great Barrier Reef, Australia

More informations you will find at: http://www.chrisbenz.de
These watches, which are extremely popular with professional and amateur divers as well as other water sports enthusiasts and trendsetters alike, are designed to withstand the toughest underwater use and are designed to impress with their uncompromising ergonomic design, outstanding reliability and superior craftsmanship.

Solid marine stainless steel casings, precision mechanisms, reliable display instruments, helium escape valve as well as depthmeter technology and warranted water resistance of up to 200 bar - all are standard features integrated in our model range. Not only are our watches feature packed, but also utilize a specific crystal made of ultra scratch-proof and almost indestructible sapphire crystal. With a hardness of 9, the sapphire crystal is surpassed only by diamond with a measure of 10 on the hardness scale from 1 to 10. Standard watch crystals have an average hardness of 6,5.

An additional feature of our depthmeter is the integration of handy lunettes which allow for easy adjustment even when wearing neoprene gloves. The most notable feature is the use and integration of the solid marine stainless steel casings in all of our watch models as well as the extremely robust straps. These features are guaranteed to withstand even the bite of a Great White Shark.

A CHRIS BENZ watch meets every challenge. CHRIS BENZ watches are more than a diver’s watch:

They are a very special attitude to life. An attitude to life, that connects people worldwide. Get a part of CHRIS BENZ - SHARK PROOF.

More information you will find at:
http://www.chrisbenz.de
All watches of CHRIS BENZ CHRIS BENZ Taucheruhren are SHARK PROOF - proven to withstand the bite of Great White Shark.

The SHARK PROOF test was carried out under real conditions by experienced divers and shark experts off the waters of Gansbaai in South Africa known as Shark Alley. During the test, the watches were subjected to the bite test by a real Great White Sharks in the wild. Only CHRIS BENZ watches, which have survived the bite test, may rightfully be described as SHARK PROOF ("shark-bite resistant"). The sharks were not harmed during the performance of the test!

Inexperienced water sports enthusiasts are strongly advised not to try this test themselves when encountering sharks. It is definitely preferable to treat these elegant sea predators with the respect they deserve and admire them from a safe distance.
Each model was developed by professional divers, dive guides, world class surfers and sailors, and underwent tests and improvements in our own test centres in Germany and South Africa to guarantee absolute satisfaction.

Equipped with outstanding technical features a CHRIS BENZ watch is a step ahead of every challenge. CHRIS BENZ - stands for diver’s watches, made from professionals for professionals.

Thus, the models were already exposed in extreme conditions during the development phases in our own laboratory - the CHRIS BENZ LAB.

The heat stability of the solid marine stainless steel case has been tested in conditions at 1000 °C.

Water-resistance test during extreme as well as practical conditions by leading athletes of the CHRIS BENZ Ocean Team.

Accuracy test of movement in a certified shake test (CB Selected Movement®)

CHRIS BENZ FEATURES

1) SCREW LOCKED CROWN
The double gaskets mechanism and the additional fine thread of the crown ensure absolute water-resistance.

2) SINGLE-SIDED TURNABLE BEZEL:
Device for reading and controlling the elapsed or remaining dive time. The single-side pivoting mechanism avoids falsifying the elapsed time and therefore assures the safety of the diver.

3) SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL:
The hardest of all crystals is extremely scratch-resistant, less sensitive to impact, has a very high refractive and is almost indestructible.

4) TRAILING HAND:
The depth display works with two hands. The small hand shows the current depth, the large hand is trailed to the maximum depth which was reached during the current dive.

5) HELIUM ESCAPE VALVE:
The helium valve allows existing helium atoms to exit therefore preventing the building-up of internal pressure which can lead to a loosening of the glass of the watch.

6) ELECTRONIC DEPTHMETER:
Pressure data is identified by means of the depthmeter and is transferred with an accuracy of 10cm to the display.

7) ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE METER:
Temperature data of the water is identified by means of the temperature sensor and is transferred to the display.

8) SUBSURFERENCE:
Sapphire crystal available in three different designs: Flat, Bubble and Superbubble.

9) SAFETY-LIGHTING-SYSTEM:
Thanks to the specially developed layer the markers and hands are highly luminescent and thus they are longer shining than the current standard luminescent coatings.

10) SAFETY-LIGHTING-SYSTEM:
The helium valve allows existing helium atoms to exit therefore preventing the building-up of internal pressure which can lead to a loosening of the glass of the watch.

11) SAFETY-LIGHTING-SYSTEM:
The double gaskets mechanism and the additional fine thread of the crown ensure absolute water-resistance.
START YOUR OWN CHALLENGE.

CHRIS BENZ DIRECTORY

CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER

Analog 15.0
Chronograph 17.0
Digital 21.0
Digital LIMITED EDITION 23.0
Digital GOLD 25.0

CHRIS BENZ SURF & SAIL

Björn Dunkerbeck Chronograph SIGNATURE EDITION 29.0

CHRIS BENZ DEEP

500M Automatic 31.0
500M Chronograph 33.0
1000M 37.0
1000M Automatic 41.0
2000M Automatic 43.0
2000M Automatic GMT 47.0

CHRIS BENZ ONE

Lady 53.0
Medium 55.0
Man 57.0

For the full range of watches and accessories please contact your official CHRIS BENZ Dealer.

Dealer Locator: http://www.chrisbenz.de
The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Analog unifies best quality, clear design and highest reliability.

Thanks of the integrated electronic depthmeter as well as the trailing hand and the depth display this model is able to satisfy even the highest of expectations.

- Hand-wound stainless steel case with screw back and sapphire crystal
- Engraved case back with serial number
- High-quality precision quartz movement
- Single-sided tunable bezel in black, diameter 41mm
- Date with luminescent hour markers and hands
- Sapphire crystal
- Trailing hand
- Date display with leap
- Depthmeter with analog display until 55m
- Depth display in 10cm steps
- High-quality metal strap
- Maximum depth memory
- Sharp automatic maximum depth alarm
- Surface alarm with luminescent tip flag
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel with folding clasp and engraved safety lock

The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Analog is equipped with a robust stainless steel case and features a high-quality precision quartz movement for accurate timekeeping. The single-sided tunable bezel allows for easy reference to water depths, ensuring safety and precision during underwater activities.

The watch also includes a depthmeter with an analog display up to 55 meters, providing a clear and intuitive way to monitor depth changes. The date display with a leap function ensures you always know the correct date, regardless of the month.

A sapphire crystal protects the dial, offering superior clarity and durability against wear and tear. The trailing hand serves as a visual cue for depth measurement, complementing the depth display that shows depth in 10cm increments. The maximum depth memory feature allows users to recall the deepest point reached during a dive, useful for monitoring and planning future dives.

The watch is equipped with an automatic maximum depth alarm, ensuring an audible warning when reaching the pre-set limit. It also features a surface alarm with a luminescent tip flag for added safety while surfacing.

The high-quality and durable rubber strap comes with a printed decoration chart, providing a visual depth reference or a metal strap made of marine stainless steel with a folding clasp and engraved safety lock, ensuring a secure fit and added protection against corrosion.
The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Chronograph with electronic depthmeter and depth display gives you all the necessary information you need for a successful dive.

With this classical model you are able to be cool and prepared for every unexpected situation.
63.7 m

CHRIS BENZ

PROFESSIONAL DEPTHMETER
200 M

MODE

25.6C
The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Digital is the high-end model inside of diving watches. Every technical detail was integrated accurately to satisfy the maximum performance expectations through its ambitious design. Starting at a depth of 1m the watch shifts automatically into dive mode. Within this mode, the watch saves and records four dives in its logbook. The integrated ascent alarm which signals the diver of a too quick surfacing speed, keeps the diver safe - come what may every adventure in the depth of the ocean will be unforgettable.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- Engraved case back with serial number
- High-quality precise quartz movement
- Single-sided tunable bezel in black or blue, diameter 41mm
- Dial with highly luminescent hour markers and hands (CHRIS BENZ Safety-Lighting-System)
- Sapphire crystal
- Water temperature measuring device
- Depthmeter with digital display until 80m
- Depthmeter with digital display until 200m (20 bar)
- Maximum depth memory
- Automatic activation of dive mode (from 1m depth)
- Adjustable automatic maximum depth alarm
- Surfacing alarm when surfacing too fast
- Records for four dives (dive time, water temperature and dive depth)
- Second time zone (perfect for the holiday)
- Stop watch with interim time
- Date, calendar, alarm (timer)
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel with folding clasp and engraved safety lock.

Digital

The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Digital is the high-end model inside of diving watches. Every technical detail was integrated accurately to satisfy the maximum performance expectations through its ambitious design. Starting at a depth of 1m the watch shifts automatically into dive mode. Within this mode, the watch saves and records four dives in its logbook. The integrated ascent alarm which signals the diver of a too quick surfacing speed, keeps the diver safe - come what may every adventure in the depth of the ocean will be unforgettable.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- Engraved case back with serial number
- High-quality precise quartz movement
- Single-sided tunable bezel in black or blue, diameter 41mm
- Dial with highly luminescent hour markers and hands (CHRIS BENZ Safety-Lighting-System)
- Sapphire crystal
- Water temperature measuring device
- Depthmeter with digital display until 80m
- Depthmeter with digital display until 200m (20 bar)
- Maximum depth memory
- Automatic activation of dive mode (from 1m depth)
- Adjustable automatic maximum depth alarm
- Surfacing alarm when surfacing too fast
- Records for four dives (dive time, water temperature and dive depth)
- Second time zone (perfect for the holiday)
- Stop watch with interim time
- Date, calendar, alarm (timer)
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel with folding clasp and engraved safety lock.
The CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER Digital, the LIMITED EDITION of the high-end model inside of diving watches. The special edition with black case is limited to 1000 pieces worldwide.

Starting at a depth of 1m the watch shifts automatically into dive mode. Within this mode, the watch saves and records four dives in its logbook. The integrated ascent alarm which signals the diver of a too quick surfacing speed keeps the diver safe - come what may.
The treasure of the seas has been found! Discover the fantastic underwater world and other pirate treasures with the electronic depthmeter, the logbook function and other practical features.

These two after pirates gold shiny and unique CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER - Digital models are the dream of all pirates and explorers. Whether travelling through the Caribbean, while diving on exotic islands or while searching for other lost treasures - keep your eyes open.

- Rose marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown complete in black or gold (PVD coating)
- Black improved case back with serial number
- High-quality precise quartz movement
- Single-sided faceted bezel in black, diamond cut
- Case with highly luminescent hour markers and hands (Chris Benz Safety-Lighting-System)
- Sapphire crystal
- Water temperature measuring device
- Depthmeter with digital display until 80m
- 15 bar/150 bar waterproof
- Maximum depth memory
- Automatic activation of dive mode (from 1m depth)
- Adjustable automatic maximum depth alarm
- Surfacing alarm when surfacing too fast
- Records for four dives (dive time, water temperature and dive depth)
- Second time zone (perfect for the holiday)
- Stop watch with interim time
- Day, calendar, alarm (timer)
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart and gold lock back

Digital GOLD
Watersport isn’t just any sport, it’s an attitude for life.

The international Star and Icon of water-sport, Björn Dunkerbeck, represent this view with his own “Signature Edition” – the CHRIS BENZ SURF & SAIL Björn Dunkerbeck Chronograph.

Besides the scratch-proof sapphire crystal the watch is equipped with a special signature of the 43th world champ on the dial as well as a special engraving on the back encasing.

- high-quality marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- high-quality precise quartz movement
- single-sided tunable bezel in black, diameter 43mm
- dial with luminescent hour markers and hands
- sapphire crystal
- high-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart
- signed genuine piece of the world championship sail and certificate
- signed limited edition number
With the CHRIS BENZ DEEP 500M Automatic you as a diver are able to dive up to 500m without compromise. Impressive.

The professional automatic mechanical precision movement offers a centralized second hand and quickset date function along with an impressive power reserve of up to 45 hours.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and crown
- Screw locked crown
- Engraved case back with serial number
- Mechanical precise automatic movement
- Single-sided tunable bezel, diameter 39mm
- Dial with luminous hour markers and hands
- Sapphire crystal
- Calendar
- 500m/50bar waterproof
- Multiple 3D logo face
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decorative chart
The CHRIS BENZ DEEP 500M Automatic Chronograph - Swiss precision meets German Engineering.

Solid marine stainless steel case, screwed buttons, Swiss Valjoux - mechanical precise automatic movement, and a special sapphire crystal make this sensational Chronograph to a perfect addition and companion over and under the water.

Our answer to the question of which is the ultimate diving watch.
CHRIS BENZ 500M Chronograph

Safety-Lighting-System
The CHRIS BENZ DEEP 1000M with its integrated helium escape valve, was conceptualized to withstand the toughest underwater use.

Robust, solid and almost indestructible - created for any extreme condition. You can count on this watch anytime anywhere.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- Engraved case back with serial number
- High-quality precise quartz movement
- Single-sided luminescent bezel, diameter 43mm
- Case with luminescent hour markers and hands
- Sapphire crystal
- Calendar
- Helium escape valve
- 1000m/100bar waterproof
- High-quality durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart
GANSBAAI, SOUTH AFRICA

TESTED IN REAL CONDITIONS.
GANSBAAI, SOUTH AFRICA
Thanks to the CHRIS BENZ DEEP 1000M Automatic, deep sea divers no longer have to settle for compromises and their dependable timepiece in the extreme depths in which they practice their hobby.

Equipped with a helium escape valve, this watch is produced to overcome limits and withstand the toughest underwater use.
The CHRIS BENZ DEEP 2000M Automatic - a model, which truly leaving nothing else to be desired.

The cool and classic models are equipped with the CHRIS BENZ Safety-Lighting-System and an ETA mechanical precise automatic movement.

It is also available in two versions of sapphire crystal as well (Flat or Superbubble). Thanks to these features it is possible to meet modern expectation of reliability and retain a classical design.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- Ringed case back with serial number
- Mechanical precise Swiss automatic movement (CHRIS BENZ Tuning)
- Single-sided tunable bezel, diameter 45mm
- Dial with highly luminescent hour markers and hands (CHRIS BENZ Safety-Lighting-System)
- Date window
- Helium escape valve
- 2000m/200bar waterproof
- Sapphire crystal available in 2 different versions (Flat or Superbubble)
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel with folding clasp and engraved safety lock
The CHRIS BENZ DEEP 2000M Automatic GMT - highest accuracy and reliability up to 2000 meters.

Its features:
- Hands made by CHRIS BENZ Safety - Lighting - System, a GMT hand and an ETA - mechanical precise automatic movement.
- The model is available in three versions of sapphire crystal as well. You can select between straight, medium or big curved sapphire crystal (Flat, Bubble and Superbubble). This is really the unique time piece to have.
- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown.
- Engraved case back with serial number.
- Mechanical precise ETA automatic movement (CHRIS BENZ Tuning).
- Single-sided tunable bezel with GMT function (24h-hand), plastic;(diel with highly luminescent hour markers and hands.
- CHRIS BENZ Safety-Lighting-System.
- Calendar.
- Helium escape valve.
- Anti-reflection sapphire crystal.
- Sapphire crystal available in 3 different versions (Flat, Bubble or Superbubble).
- High-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel with folding clasp and engraved safety lock.
SAFETY FIRST.

CHRIS BENZ 2000M Automatic GMT | Safety-Lighting System
CHRIS BENZ
CUSTOMIZE

Lady  ||  Medium  ||  Man

White Sharks, morays, monkfishes, sea anemones and other inhabitants of the deep sea - the abundance of species in the oceans is unimaginable.

CHRIS BENZ has taken nature’s lead by offering a similar abundance of variety for the ONE collection. You can choose from 72 versions to meet your own CHRIS BENZ ONE.

Your favourite colour of dial, bezel as well as the kind of strap can all be individually selected.

Create your own watch and go dive - the adventure is waiting for you!

1  sea anemone pink (mother-of-pearl)  ||  2  Caribbean blue (mother-of-pearl)  ||  3  signal bouy yellow  ||  4  shark silver  ||  5  deep sea blue  ||  6  sepia black

1  black colored bezel  ||  2  silver colored bezel

1  high-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decorative strip (rubber Lady/Medium)  ||  2  metal strap made of marine stainless steel, folding clasp and engraved safety lock

Your selected watch  ||  CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU
Expert Tip: Customize your own personal CHRIS BENZ ONE Lady (page 50).

Emerge into the blue depths of the sea. The CHRIS BENZ ONE Lady makes this dream of independence in the vastness of the World’s waters come true.

Thanks to the features like: a solid marine stainless steel case, sapphire crystal and a high-quality quartz movement, this time piece specifically designed for the female sports enthusiasts keeps its promise of providing dependability and quality.

Small in size, but ready for the biggest adventures.

- Solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
- Engraved case back with serial number
- High-quality precise quartz movement
- Stamped colored in black or silver
- Single-sided tunable bezel, diameter 26mm
- Dial with luminescent hour markers and hands
- 200m/20bar waterproof
- Bracelet
- Sapphire crystal
- High-quality and exchangeable rubber strap or metal strap made of marine stainless steel, folding clasp and improved safety lock

CHRIS BENZ ONE
Lady

1. Sea anemone pink (mother-of-pearl)
2. Shark Silver
3. Sepia Black
4. Deep sea blue
5. Caribbean blue (mother-of-pearl)
6. Signal bouy yellow

53.0
Descent in another world. Now More than ever with the CHRIS BENZ ONE Medium.

Equipped with a solid marine stainless steel case, sapphire crystal and high-quality movement, everybody is going to be able to face up the challenges which lie ahead.

Doesn’t matter whether by snorkelling, surfing, diving, swimming or sailing.

EXPERT TIP: Customize your own personal CHRIS BENZ ONE Medium (page 50).
solid marine stainless steel case with screw back and screw locked crown
engraved case back with serial number
high-quality precise quartz movement
bezel colored in black or silver
dial with luminescent hour markers and hands
200m/20bar waterproof
calendar
sapphire crystal
high-quality and durable rubber strap
with printed decoration chart or metal strap made of marine stainless steel, folding clasp and engraved safety lock

Thanks to the „all-round“ - model, the CHRIS BENZ ONE Man, you are able to face every challenge in classic style.

Quality, design and production are unique. Thanks to the solid marine stainless steel case, the screwed locked crown and the sapphire crystal it is ready for every thrill which it will find itself in - weather snorkeling, surfing, diving, swimming or sailing.

EXPERT TIP: Customize your own personal CHRIS BENZ ONE Man (page 50).
Dolphin aid e.V. has supported thousands of families since its conception in 1995. Together with active and convinced individual supporters, famous sponsors and support from small donations, dolphin aid has paved the way to provide dolphin therapy for many families.

Additionally, dolphin aid is a great supporter of the research institutes that are trying to advance the acceptance of therapeutic applications for diseases and ailments within the German health care system. The concept even goes so far as to spearheading a reimbursement plan by health insurance companies for patients using such therapeutic methods. Dolphin aid e.V. is a recognized foundation particularly worthy of state subsidies.

CHRIS BENZ supports dolphin aid e.V. with its own jewellery collection, which is composed by various and high quality jewelry. Available at your official CHRIS BENZ Dealer or [http://www.chrisbenz.de](http://www.chrisbenz.de).

CHRISTIAN BENZING II
FOUNDER & HEAD
“...We want to provide children the opportunity to experience the positive energy emitted by the element of water and the dolphins living within it. I have spent most of my life on and in the water, and I have won wonderful impressions and have gained practical knowledge that accompanies me on a daily basis. For people, the dolphin remains a mystical animal that every child wants to get to meet. Just the thought of this incredible creature fills the mind with joy and gives you strength.

During my visit diving at the dolphin aid - Therapy Center I was ensured that the dolphins are handled in a very good and professional manner and that the children are affectionately and cordially cared for. This experience with the animals deeply affects the soul of the children and builds a sustainable effect.

We are very thankful to support dolphin aid.”

More information you will find at: [http://www.dolphin-aid.de](http://www.dolphin-aid.de)
The CHRIS BENZ Ocean Team is a community consisting of divers, surf icons and other professional athletes around the world. Our team of athletes has played an integral role as being part of the CHRIS BENZ philosophy since the beginning: to love and live the underwater world and its water sports.

They act as testimonials for being involved in extreme situations of “life at the limit”, always pushing the boundaries of recorded limits, while putting our products on their wrists to the ultimate of tests.

CHRIS BENZ creates innovations and quality: Thanks to the experience of many years, and numerous meetings with the OCEAN TEAM, it is possible to encourage our development and improve the assortment of our time pieces constantly.

By professionals for professionals – this is real and genuine!

If our brand and products has awakened the sports enthusiast within you, and you would like to be a part of the CHRIS BENZ water sports community, then send us your comprehensive contact information as well as qualifications and athletic achievements to:

oceanteam@chrisbenz.de
### CHRIS BENZ MODEL OVERVIEW

#### CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diameter (Bezel)</th>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>Strapwidth (mm)</th>
<th>Weight (without strap) (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronograph</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CHRIS BENZ SURF & SAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diameter (Bezel)</th>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>Strapwidth (mm)</th>
<th>Weight (without strap) (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD Chronograph</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>84.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CHRIS BENZ DEEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diameter (Bezel)</th>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>Strapwidth (mm)</th>
<th>Weight (without strap) (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500M Automatic</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500M Chronograph</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000M</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000M Automatic</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000M Automatic</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000M Automatic GMT</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CHRIS BENZ ONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diameter (Bezel)</th>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>Strapwidth (mm)</th>
<th>Weight (without strap) (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lady</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the full range of watches and accessories please contact your official CHRIS BENZ Dealer.
Dealer locator: [http://www.chrisbenz.de](http://www.chrisbenz.de)
For the full range of watches and accessories please contact your Official CHRIS BENZ Dealer.

Dealer locator:
http://www.chrisbenz.de

**EXPERT TIP:** The straps are also usable within the strap widths between the collections. Therefore please look at the strap widths at page 62.

**CHRIS BENZ STRAP ALTERNATIVES**

**CHRIS BENZ DEPTHMETER**
- Analog
- Chronograph
- Digital

**CHRIS BENZ DEEP**
- 500 M Automatic

**CHRIS BENZ EXTENSION**

**CHRIS BENZ ONE**
- Lady
- Medium
- Man

**CHRIS BENZ DEEP**
- 500 M Chronograph
- 1000 M
- 1000 M Automatic
- 2000 M Automatic
- 2000 M Automatic GMT

---

1. cool synthetic strap with colored seam, 20 mm
2. high-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decorations chart, 20 mm
3. high-quality and durable rubber strap with printed decorations chart, 22 mm
4. high-quality and durable rubber strap extension with embossed logo, usable for all straps with 20 mm
5. + 6 + 7. high-quality and accurately leather strap with cool alligator view, 14 mm, 18 mm und 20 mm
6. watchbox “Scubatank” with moneybox function, height: 250 mm, diameter: 90 mm
ONE DAY WITHOUT ADVENTURE

IS NOT A CHRIS BENZ DAY.